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“I initiate conversation instead of waiting for someone to talk to me.”
Did you ever play a game on the beach looking for the treasures that the
vast ocean may have spilled on to the shore? Or perhaps buried deep in
the sand you found a perfect shell or starfish. Remember the excitement
you experienced? Did you find a treasure like a shark’s tooth or a silver
shell you didn’t expect?

People are treasures in life. You
don’t know when you strike up a
conversation with a stranger
what treasure they may bring to
you.
Often, we pass up learning about someone because of the way they
look, where they are from, or we’re just to busy too stop and connect.
You never know.
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The person you take the time to learn about may be just the person to
help you improve your business or life. Or most importantly, that person
could become another friend.
Here are some ways to fill your life with the treasure of people.

Eliminate Judgment – Get Past Appearances
Criticism is a powerful energy and can impact your ability to be
successful.

Criticism is a form of resistance
and can hold you back from
developing rewarding and
nurturing relationships with
others.
Become aware when you are judging people by the clothes they wear,
the way they look, or how they talk.
At networking events or social functions introduce yourself to people who
look as if they are there for the first time or seem to be uncomfortable.
Identify something to compliment a person on to start a conversation..
When you judge someone you are secretly saying to yourself “I am not
confident so I must make myself be better than someone else to feel
good.” Make yourself aware when you start criticizing someone in your
mind and change your behavior immediately to a positive thought.
When you take the time to see good things in others it makes you feel
good and changes the energy around you.

Be Inquisitive – Ask Questions
Ask questions that inspire conversation. I know a man who used to ask
people when he first met them what their passion was in life. He never
had a dull conversation. Start with some of these questions:
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What’s your passion? What makes you happy?
How did you meet your spouse, best friend, or partner?
If you could be anyone in the world, who would you be and why?
What’s your purpose in life?
Hi, I’m Joe. You look like a fascinating person and I’d like to learn about
you. People love to talk about themselves, give them the chance and
listen attentively.

Expect To Meet Interesting Individuals – Look For
Them

Seek out the most interesting
person in the room when at
social events. Remember - you
always have something to offer
that someone else can benefit
from.
Strike up conversations while in airports, bookstores, and restaurants,
waiting in lines, networking events, hotels and many more places. The
opportunities are unlimited.
Follow your intuition if you believe you are supposed to talk to someone sometimes the universe has a way of putting people together – act on
that intuition.

Work At Expanding Your Contact Base – Participate
In Diverse Activities
Set a goal each week of the number of new people you want to meet.
Join a class.
Sign up to volunteer somewhere in your community.
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Being on a team that supports
others can give you a sense of
accomplishment and satisfaction.
It is a way to build a positive
energy field around you.
Be Open Minded To New Situations
Embrace new adventures or ideas. Ask yourself how you can learn
something new when feeling bored or hesitant to participate in new
adventures or activities.
Look at opportunities with a different perspective. Embrace new
opportunities with a mindset that you were meant to receive new
information or opportunities.
Do something your would not normally do – break your routine.
Involve yourself in things you desire but were hesitant to take action. It
only takes one step to move forward.

What Five Steps Can You Take to Approach Meeting
People as a Treasure Hunt?
Action Steps:

“I was always looking outside myself for strength and confidence but it
comes from within. It is there all the time.”
Anna Freud
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Bonnie Ross-Parker, America's Connection Diva, is a multi-dimensional
entrepreneur with a background in teaching, franchising, network
marketing, direct selling, mentoring and publishing. She has had several
articles published, is a Certified Network Marketer and authored two
books: Walk In My Boots - The Joy of Connecting and Y.O.U. - Set A
High Standard for Being Human. Passionate about networking, in
August, 2002, Bonnie launched her licensed program, "The Joy of
Connecting" - an innovative program for women who are serious about
growing their business. Women who participate are entrepreneurs,
professionals and business owners. There are currently 60 locations for
The Joy of Connecting in 12 states. Check it out at:
www.TheJOYofConnecting.com Bonnie travels nationwide providing
workshops on "Effective Networking for Effective Results" and primarily
focuses on women in the profession of direct selling/network marketing.
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